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THE SECOND EXCITING INVESTIGATION OF THE DETECTIVE TAXI DRIVER
Debora Camilli, alias Siena 23, a taxi driver for necessity and detective by vocation, a cool November
evening is in the queue waiting for customers in front of the Termini station when, a few meters from
there, in front of the Caritas Hostel, is found the corpse of a stabbed immigrant. Debora cannot
withstand the impulse to put her nose, also because the responsible for investigating the Eritrean
murdered is the Commissioner Edoardo Raggio of the San Lorenzo Police Department. Although he
does everything to keep her out, Debora Camilli begins her parallel investigation, always between her
taxi races, delays in her turnations, fanciful lies and consequent scoldings from the radio taxi's
employer. She succeeds in intruding herself as a volunteer at the Caritas canteen, to make friends with
barbons and immigrants, gather their confidences and penetrate the world of the "invisibles".
Step by step, the missed policeman reconstructs the stages of a difficult reality, finds out many things
about the life of the Eritrean: a daughter entrusted to the sisters, a beautiful wife mysteriously
disappeared, a life between the illegality and the illusion of reconstructing a new a life in Italy. A
young erudit and brilliant dustman, a former Debora's classmate, will help her to solve the case. The
commissioner Raggio will have to admit the undeniable talent of Debora and he'll decide to enlist her
as a clandestine collaborator. Working togheter, the attraction between the two will become more and
more hot, and it will be increasingly difficult for the cop, to withstand the charm of the young taxi
driver.
The first novel of the series, The rush hour, has been sold in Germany to Penguin Random
House and Edhasa Editorial (Spanish world).
Nora Venturini is a theater director and screenwriter. She has signed several theatrical productions winners
of different theater festival in Italy. She has written several TV series and TV movie for Rai andMediaset. The
author is writing the third and the fourth episodes.
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